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Audio Streaming Network Guide V1.02 04/10/2014



This document presents a simplified guide to setting up and initial optimisation of an audio streaming network.



This guide only covers UPnP streaming with the intention of optimising the achievable sound quality available from high quality audio system components. It does not cover configurations where a computer is used as the controller to provide an analogue or real-time digital feed to the audio system components via USB or S/PDIF, nor is this guide to general home networking or configuring of wireless networks.



The information herein is presented as is, and no warranty is implied or given. No responsibility can be accepted by the authors or publishers for the veracity of the information contained herein. No responsibility can be accepted by the authors or publishers for any damage or any circumstances arising out of the use of the information contained herein.



All trademarks are acknowledged as the property of their owners.



This document is released under the Creative Commons Attribution Non-Commercial No-Derivs 4.0 International Licence (CC BY-NC-ND). All material copyright © 2014 Cyan Ellis Ltd.
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The Network Layout



1.1



The most basic layout (not recommended)



Whilst this is the simplest configuration that allows UPnP streaming, it has too many drawbacks to be practical. Fig 1



The audio network system consists of just two main components and one cable 1 Storage Device and UPnP Media Server 2 Unshielded (UTP) Cat5 Crossover cable (UTP X-over) 3 Streamer (UPnP renderer) It should be noted that wherever a Cat 5 cable is specified in the diagrams, any higher specified unshielded Ethernet cable can be used, specifically Cat 5e UTP, Cat 6 UTP or Cat 6a UTP. N.B. Shielded (STP) cables are different, appendix A shows the precautions necessary in their use. The streamer sends its signal to the Hi-Fi system using the analogue interconnects. There are several options for the Storage Device and Media Server such as a NAS Drive with a built in UPnP server a computer with UPnP server software and a hard disk The advantage of a NAS drive is that they are designed for 24x7x365 operation, making the music collection constantly available. In this configuration, the data on the network are only those required by the audio system. There are two main problems here: 1 There is no way to get music onto the Storage Device (unless it has a built in CD drive) 2 Crossover cables are not common



1.2



Next thing: add a broadband router and computer



The router allows more devices to be connected to the network. For instance a computer can be connected and this can be used to downloaded music to the file server. If the router also has a connection to the internet, internet radio can be accessed by the streamer and music can be downloaded from the internet under the control of the computer. Fig 2



The audio network subsystem now has three components connected by two cables 1 Storage Device and UPnP Media Server 2 Unshielded (UTP) Cat5 cable 3 Router 4 Unshielded (UTP) Cat5 cable 5 Streamer (UPnP renderer) However all the network traffic of the computer is also seen by audio network subsystem. This configuration introduces more flexibility, but also introduces two problems 1 possibility of more RFI entering the system 2 The network traffic for the computer are also routed to the network streamer giving it more network packet processing to do (this may degrade sound quality)



1.3



The Recommended Solution: add a Switch



The network switch replaces the router and separates the network traffic of the computer away from the audio subsystem. Fig 3



The switch takes over from the router, so the audio network subsystem is now 1 Storage Device and UPnP Media Server 2 Unshielded (UTP) Cat5 cable 3 Switch 4 Unshielded (UTP) Cat5 cable 5 Streamer (UPnP renderer) The switch also connects to the router, so allowing the File Server to be visible from the computer. Whilst an unmanaged Level 2 switch achieves partial separation and is beneficial, for the full benefit to be achieved, a Level 3 Managed Switch is required. This however, requires much more knowledge to set it up correctly. Since the broadband router used is often provided by the broadband supplier it is often a very cheaply produced unit, fit for purpose, but not particularly well suppressed from the RFI perspective. The presence of a switch allows a much higher quality component to be in place protecting the streamer from the RFI emitted by the router. There is still the problem of RFI.



1.4



Wireless



Wireless feeds to the streamer have limited bandwidth and are subject to the vagaries of sharing the available bandwidth with other users in the neighbourhood. This can result in dropouts, particularly with high sample rate files (96kHz & 192kHz). Warning: Controversial… Use of wireless communication to a wireless enabled network streamer means introducing Radio Frequency signals inside the streamer’s shielded enclosure. Even though the streamer’s circuitry is designed to reduce the degrading effects of this, it may still have some detrimental effect on sound quality. This degradation doesn’t occur so much when using a wired Ethernet connection.



1.5



Ethernet over Power Line Adapters



These are devices that allow networking through domestic mains wiring (such as those that use the HomePlug™, IEEE 1901, or HomeGrid™ standards). The problem for audio use in inherent in the way they operate, that is, they place a wide band radio frequency signal onto the mains power supply at a fairly high level. This acts on audio equipment in exactly the same way as RFI and causes the same degradation of the sound quality. Their use is not recommended where the intent is to achieve high audio quality.
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Dealing with RFI



2.1



What is RFI



RFI is Radio Frequency Interference; it comes into your system through two main routes 1 2



Conducted down the mains Radiated and transmitted through the air (this form is also known as EMI – Electro Magnetic Interference)



Interference can be present as the same signal on both Line and Neutral conductors (this is called common mode interference) or as a signal arising as a difference between the Line and Neutral conductors (this is called differential mode interference). Sources of RFI include: Power Line Network Adapters (these are usually considered particularly problematic, see above) Switch Mode Power Supplies (including televisions and other a/v equipment) Cordless Phones Computers Network components (such as the NAS, router and switch) Lighting dimmer switches, LED lamps and power supplies for low voltage halogen lamps Electric motors Mobile Phones The world outside (generally not movable or removable) Despite the name, interference from properly designed radio transmitters is rare, this…



is unlikely to be the source of the problem unless you’re almost underneath it!



Whilst all audio manufacturers go to great lengths to reduce the effect of RFI, sometimes it can still be a problem. The effects on a system can vary enormously; they can include one or more of these Audible intermodulation effects Distortion of high frequencies Artificial brightness of high frequencies Artificial dullness of high frequencies Loss of detail



2.2



Prevention is better than Cure



It’s better to prevent RFI in the first place but this isn’t always possible. Prevention requires removal of sources, or at least moving them further away. Sometimes just moving sources away from your audio equipment will be enough. The way to test to see if devices are interfering is to temporarily switch them off. Switch Mode Power Supplies (particularly the cheap plug-in ones known as wall warts) often emit RFI both down the DC cable sending power to the unit, and also back along the mains supply. This can often be greatly improved by fitting ‘clip-on’ ferrites to both the DC output cable and to any mains cable used to supply mains to the SMPS. Example of a SMPS with ferrites



Taking the wire several times through the ferrite (as shown here) greatly increases its effectiveness.



An alternative to using ferrites to filter the mains feed to the SMPS is to plug them all into a simple commercially made mains conditioning unit, as most of these filter mains noise in both directions. Example of a simple commercial filter



Fig 4



2.3



Keeping it out



Since you can’t eliminate all the sources of interference, then you may have to find ways to keep the interference out.



RFI gets in to the system in two different forms, and keeping it out is also done in two fundamentally different ways.



2.3.1 Interference conducted through the mains This can arise from internal and external sources. Even after all the SPMS have been filtered using ferrites, this may still be insufficient to fix the problem as there may be sources of RFI outside the house. Clipping ferrites to mains leads may be sufficient if the problem is minor, and whilst cheap and easy to fit, on their own, they are unlikely to completely fix the problem. A commercially made mains conditioning unit is then usually required deal with the problem. These can vary from simple inductor / capacitor filters (as shown previously) to complex active systems. Fig 5



There is a reasonably well supported view that these mains conditioning units can rob the sound of its vitality. However the degree to which this effect occurs does seem to depend on the particular audio equipment in use. Warning: Controversial… Whether this effect is worse than the degrading effects that RFI have on the sound is much less clear and may depend on the unpredictable nature of the RFI at your location.



The section on Mains Issues presents possible alternative solutions to this problem that may be better than a conventional mains conditioning unit.



2.3.2 Radiated Interference (EMI) This will be common mode interference, and for this, the simplest technique is to use ‘clip-on’ ferrites on your cables. This may be sufficient, but you may need ferrites on all the cables involved in your audio equipment, and all Switch Mode Power Supplies (SMPS). The general purpose type of ferrite (sometimes known as ’28 grade’) is usually the most appropriate for this application, and these are the most common type sold. Example of a ferrite on an interconnect cable



Example of a ferrite on an Ethernet cable



Note that neither Ethernet nor signal cables should be bent tightly, so for these cables the ferrite should be as close a fit to the cable as possible without crushing it. The cable should not be wound round the ferrite. If greater protection is needed the cable can be coiled in a loose circle (>150mm diameter) and this way passed through the ferrite several times. This technique should only be used if it is absolutely necessary.



Fig 6



The blocks shown on the leads in the diagram are the recommended position for the ferrites. This approach can be combined with the filters shown previously to deal with both conducted and radiated RFI.



The other approach is to use shielded cables for the network as well as for the audio connections. This involves the use of STP (SSTP or SFTP) cables in place of the UTP cables. Example of a STP Ethernet cable



Note the metal shield surrounding much of the RJ45 plug; this is connected to the cable shielding.



However, it’s not quite that simple. Using shielded cables presents the possibility for an earth loop through the cable shielding, unfortunately while some equipment connects the cable shield to the local earth, some does not, and often the only way is to test for continuity from the shield of the Ethernet cable to the earth pin of the power plug. Similarly some routers and switches connect together the shields of all connected cables, and others do not. While earth loops in the network are less harmful than earth loops in the interconnect cables, they are still best avoided. You should only have the cable shields connected to earth at one point. If an earth loop is present in your equipment this can be broken by using an unshielded coupler to join two lengths of STP cable. Note however, this should be a ‘straight through’ coupler not a crossover type (most modern routers and switches will still work fine with the crossover type, but this is not always the case). If you can obtain unshielded right-angle adapters they can be used at the RJ45 socket(s) where the unwanted earth occurs, but these adapters are very difficult to find. Example of a ‘straight through’ Ethernet RJ45 coupler



Appendix A covers the additional precautions needed when using shielded (STP) cables. Appendix B provides some general guidance concerning cable layout
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Mains Issues



3.1



RF Isolation for More Severe Cases



Warning: Controversial… As RFI can be sourced within the house and conducted around by the internal wiring, it has been proposed by many people that a dedicated supply path from the consumer unit to the audio system will bring benefits to sound quality. There are also many reports of these benefits being achieved in practice. Fig 7



This always requires professional installation.



Appendix C covers another indirectly related mains issue, that of Mains Waveform Asymmetry.
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Other Useful Resources



4.1



Positioning of Speakers



These two systems are based on direct application of theoretical principles. http://www.tnt-audio.com/casse/waspe.html http://www.cardas.com/room_setup_main.php



4.2



Room Acoustics Measurement (including Positioning of Speakers)



This software / hardware solution is based on measuring the acoustic interaction of the system and the room in which it’s placed. http://www.roomeqwizard.com/



Appendix A:



Using Shielded (STP) cables



Read This First: In order to use the following diagrams, you must first determine which of your network devices connect the shield of the Ethernet cable to the local mains earth.



Then select one of the following options:



Ethernet cable shield earthed at Streamer and NAS:



Use Case 1



Ethernet cable shield earthed at Streamer and Switch:



Use Case 2



Ethernet cable shield earthed at Streamer, NAS and Switch:



Use Case 3



Ethernet cable shield earthed at Streamer, NAS, Switch and Router:



Use Case 4



Notes: In all cases shown it is assumed that the network streamer is earthed; this however could be via the amplifier rather than directly. In all cases shown it is assumed that the computer is a desktop and so is earthed. If a laptop is used, the computer will not be earthed, but the same configurations will still work.



Where a Cat5e UTP cable is specified, Cat6 UTP or Cat6a UTP can also be used. STP cables should not be used for these connections. Where a Cat5e STP cable is specified, Cat6 STP, Cat6a STP or Cat7 STP can also be used. UTP cables can be used for these connections, but in areas of very high levels of RFI, there may be a loss of sound quality.



Case 1: Ethernet cable shield earthed at Streamer and NAS



Case 2: Ethernet cable shield earthed at Streamer and Switch



Case 3: Ethernet cable shield earthed at Streamer, NAS and Switch



Case 4: Ethernet cable shield earthed at Streamer, NAS, Switch and Router



Appendix B:



Cable Management Guidelines



The layout of cables can influence a system as it can increase or decrease susceptibility to some types or frequencies of interference. Here are some general guidelines that show some of the ways to reduce these problems. This list is neither authoritative nor exhaustive. The degree to which the effects will affect sound quality will depend on precise circumstances. Re-organising cables in line with these principles may bring considerable benefit or no benefit what so ever, dependant on your audio equipment, your cables and the particular changes you make.



1



Mains cables It is generally preferable to keep small signal cables (both analogue and digital) away from mains cables, and particularly to avoid parallel runs in close proximity. This advice is often even extended to speaker cables.



2



Small Signal Analogue and Digital cables These cables are often screened and often have precisely defined impedance characteristics. They should not be subject to sharp bends (for digital cables, the minimum bend radius may be specified by the manufacturer) as bending the cables causes local alteration of their characteristics.



3



Cable supports Warning: Controversial… There are reports that supporting cables at a few point along their length (rather than allowing them to rest on furniture or on the floor brings gains in sound quality. Various materials have been suggested for making these supports including wooden blocks, foamed plastic, and plastic or wood with a Sorbathane layer. It is suggested that this work by reducing microphony in the cable
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Cable lengths Note: In all cases, it is preferable that excess cable should be gently folded into a loose concertina like pattern rather than simply coiled up in a circle. a. Mains Mains cables should normally be kept as supplied; but otherwise, made a short as reasonably possible. b. Ethernet In general you needn’t worry so long as the total length is less than 100m. c. S/PDIF Use of BNC connectors is preferable to RCA Phono and BNC cables have fewer length issues. Warning: Controversial… Lengths less than 0.75m have been reported as causing some problems. This is most likely to be due to internal reflections caused by the use of connectors that do not have matched impedance (e.g. RCA Phono connectors). d. USB Warning: Controversial… Lengths less than 0.75m have been reported as causing some problems. This is most likely to be due to internal reflections. e. Analogue Signal Analogue Signal cables should be kept as short as can be achieved without inducing strain to the cable. f.



Speaker Cables Speaker cables should be symmetrical, that is, the length of right and left speaker cable should be the same. Shorter lengths are usually preferred where possible. Many manufacturers place restrictions on the maximum length and type of cables that can be used. It should also be noted that at least one amplifier manufacturer also specifies a minimum length for the speaker cables. These restrictions should be complied with.



Appendix C:



Mains Waveform Asymmetry



Another problem that may disturb some audio components is mains waveform asymmetry, also known as a DC offset. The primary known effect of this is to cause mains transformers to emit a low hum. Warning: Controversial… There is a more controversial view that this can also affect sound quality.



There are commercial solutions to this problem, the most effective being a Balanced Isolation Transformer wired Centre Tap to Earth (CTE), the other being described as a DC blocking filter. The balanced isolation transformers are made by a number of companies, and some are specifically packaged in a case for use with consumer electronics. Other types such as bare transformers are available but these may not suitable for DIY installation in the UK due to the British Standard Wiring Regulations. Balanced isolation transformers are best used when combined with a separately wired mains supply to the audio equipment as shown in Fig 7 above. This use always requires professional installation. DC Blocking filters are a special type of Mains Conditioning Unit as described earlier (sections 2.2 and 2.3.1). They are made by a number of specialist manufacturers.



Another approach is a DIY solution using the circuit principle illustrated here http://sound.westhost.com/articles/xfmr-dc.htm Note: Additional circuitry is also desirable for practical implementation of this principle. This DIY construction must only ever be attempted if you are absolutely certain of your ability to build and test the unit to the required safety standards.



These solutions are also very effective methods of removing RFI from the mains supply to the audio system.



Warning: Controversial… These types of filtration system (they block both very low and very high frequencies) may also improve the sound quality of the system by reduce RFI without the robbing the sound of vitality as may occur with more conventional mains conditioning units. Again there are many reports of this improvement being achieved in practice.
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